Editorial

When doing a balance of the first year of our journal DIVERSITAS, we can conclude this has been a successful beginning because we have received good messages from scientific committee’s members and academic community. Also because, fulfill mission to show to development products of the knowledge of our Faculty. When this year will be finish, department’s they will have published 11 articles. This allows to demonstrate scientific publications are instruments to regulate and promote academic communities production.

Also it is very important to indicate another successful indicator different national and international universities and institutions. Participation with 8 articles have demonstrated academic confidence gives to our publishing project.

DIVERSITAS was thrown of framework “I Congress Psychology and Social Responsibility: A plural glance” organized by our faculty which was as much in academic terms as organizational a success. During three 24 conferences was presented with in days attendance about 600 people who debated on importance about psychology responsibility construction of our society.

DIVERSITAS also was present in The First Pre encounter of Psychology Investigation Groups. It was attended about 70 directors and investigators of investigation groups from all country. The Magazine was given to each one investigator.

Internationally, DIVERSITAS was known in 3o Inter-American Congress Psychology in Buenos Aires Argentina. It was presented by professors who do of our faculty; DIVERSITAS is today our presentation letter which commits with our permanence and quality.

Our future near is oriented to include catalogues, data bases and indexing systems. This challenge commits us to maintain this successful beginning of DIVERSITAS.
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